
The Baby Who Almost Destroyed the 
World

1. Verb - Past Tense

2. Noun

3. Adverb

4. Noun

5. Verb - Past Tense

6. Food

7. Adjective

8. Adverb

9. Noun - Plural

10. Stage Of Life

11. Time Of Day

12. Same Noun As Previous

13. Adverb Ending In -Er

14. Adverb Ending In -Er

15. Same Noun As Previous

16. Body Part

17. Adjective - Ends In Est

18. Color

19. Mode Of Transportation

20. Adjective

21. Adjective

22. Taste Ending In -Ly
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23. Any Noun Associated With The Human Body

24. Animal

25. Distance - Close Far Away From Etc

26. Spacial Relationship - Over Under Near Etc

27. Racial Slur



The Baby Who Almost Destroyed the World

a baby Verb - Past Tense into a Noun and farted Adverb and destroyed the whole world

with the methane gas from eating one Noun of Verb - Past Tense food . Her

Adjective uncle cried Adverb as the world tumbled around him. He cried all of his

Noun - Plural into a bucket of stage of life fish that he had caught on the lake that time of 

day and as his same noun as previous filled the bucket the small fish began to wiggle and grow

adverb ending in -er and adverb ending in -er . As the same noun as previous continued to pour the fish

continued to grow and then just as the fish grew large enough, the uncle grabbed onto the body part fin of

the Adjective - Ends in EST color fish and mode of transportation off into the Adjective

apocalypse sky straight into the sun. As he and the fish were both blinded by the sun's Adjective light the

diverted from their course and managed to plug the giant hole in the ozone layer caused by the baby's

taste ending in -ly gassy discharge. The man and his fish stayed stuck in the any noun associated with the 

human body hole in the ozone like a animal in a 6 pack ringer. Accidental martyrs, the man and the

fish were memorialized forever in statue placed distance - close far away from etc spacial relationship - over under 

near etc mt. racial slur .
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